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Proof Script By David Auburn
From playing twins to whole families, some stars really prove they're workaholics by taking on multiple roles in the same project. Here are 20 stars who had us seeing double (or triple, or ...
20 Actors Who Played Multiple Roles in the Same Movie
An epic fantasy adventure based on the timeless Arthurian legend, The Green Knight tells the story of Sir Gawain (Patel), King Arthur's reckless and headstrong nephew, who embarks on a daring quest to ...
The Green Knight Star Alicia Vikander on Pulling Double Duty for the Poetic Fantasy
David's that type of guy, it was just a really beautiful environment to live in for a while." An epic fantasy adventure based on the timeless Arthurian legend, The Green Knight tells the story of Sir ...
The Green Knight Stars on the Fantastical Arthurian Adventure
Back-to-back losing seasons for Purdue football has forced fifth-year head coach Jeff Brohm to re-evaluate all aspects of his program.
Purdue looking to clean up little things this season
It's safe to say that Netflix has a jam-packed slate ahead for August, from must-see movies to binge-worthy TV shows. There are plenty of new Netflix Originals coming our way, for starters – Vivo, a ...
New on Netflix in August 2021: All the new movies and shows
With The Green Knight, Dev Patel and Alicia Vikander deliver a dizzyingly hot and heady spin on Arthurian legend.
The Green Knight Review
An under-pressure helpline on the Digital Covid Certificate has dealt with fewer than 3,000 of the 40,000-plus queries it has received in 48 hours, a senior Government official has said.
Covid cert helpline swamped by ‘unprecedented demand’
IGN Benelux is dé plek voor alles over games, films, series, comics en gadgets. De laatste reviews en al het nieuws over PS4, Xbox One, PC, Wii U, Vita, 3DS, Android en iPhone.
All the DC Movies That Failed to Launch
At least 20 shark teeth were found in a structure near the Gihon spring that was probably part of the original water system in the Old City of Jerusalem.
Did someone collect prehistoric shark teeth in Jerusalem’s City of David?
David McMillan knows a ... That all sounds like the offcuts from a Bond script but what actually happens is more Marx brothers: Hole hires a “counter surveillance” expert who turns out to be an ...
Andrew Rule: Cunning crims prove ‘escape proof’ jail doesn’t exist
Now, the Skaneateles native is busier than ever writing screenplays. Ford, who ran for mayor of the village in March, moved to Beverly Hills about a month after losing the election to trustee Mary ...
'The next step': Skaneateles native busy in Hollywood after mayoral bid
Even after losing 10 players to the NFL draft, including six first-round selections, Alabama is still viewed as the team to beat in Southeastern Conference football.
Alabama, minus six first-round picks, still the choice in SEC
Dune' director Denis Villeneuve has revealed there is every chance the film wouldn't have gone ahead with Timothee Chalamet signing up to portray Paul Atreides.
Dune might not have been made if Timothee Chalamet didn't agree to his role
Computing is the leading information resource for UK technology decision makers, providing the latest market news and hard-hitting opinion.
Interview: CIO David Germain on how RSA is automating insurance
We've been waiting a long time for Fast and Furious 9. A really long time. However, after COVID-induced delays, we finally got to see Dom, Letty, and the gang continue their fight against Cipher, who ...
Best Fast and Furious movies, ranked! From F9 to Tokyo Drift
The Canton Repository asked local leaders and volunteers to share their favorite memories from the Pro Football Hall of Fame Enshrinement Festival.
What's your favorite Hall of Fame fest memory?
Mordant humor spices this cheerfully vicious caper. By Derrick Bang Enterprise film critic. A title such as this one practically screams “guilty pleasure.” Indeed, it’s a pl ...
Gunpowder Milkshake: Cheerfully explosive
Several students from two local homeschool programs advanced to the national level of competition in the 2021 National History Day Contest.
Local students advance to nationals in history contest
WASHINGTON - He is 24 years old and was drafted in the 24th round - but infielder Jake Alu may be playing himself into prospect status with the Nationals. Picked out of Boston College by Washington, ...
Washington Nationals’ prospect Jake Alu makes impression at Double-A Harrisburg
I know there are a lot of sceptics out there, a lot of people who think this is sacred ground that we should not be treading on. But my job is to prove them wrong." ...
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